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Amorphous Slicing of Extended Finite State
Machines
Kelly Androutsopoulos1 , David Clark1 , Mark Harman1 , Robert M. Hierons2 , Zheng Li3 , Laurence Tratt4
Abstract—Slicing is useful for many Software Engineering applications and has been widely studied for three decades, but
there has been comparatively little work on slicing Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs). This paper introduces a set of
dependency based EFSM slicing algorithms and an accompanying tool. We demonstrate that our algorithms are suitable for
dependence based slicing. We use our tool to conduct experiments on ten EFSMs, including benchmarks and industrial EFSMs.
Ours is the first empirical study of dependence based program slicing for EFSMs. Compared to the only previously published
dependence based algorithm, our average slice is smaller 40% of the time and larger only 10% of the time, with an average slice
size of 35% for termination insensitive slicing.
Index Terms—Slicing, Extended Finite State Machines.
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I NTRODUCTION

The idea of slicing is simple yet fundamental: software
contains many intricately interleaved computations
and it is often helpful to extract one of these, leaving
the others behind. Furthermore, the process of slicing out a sub-computation can be fully automated,
thereby allowing a developer to isolate the portion of
software that is of specific interest.
Since Weiser introduced program slicing [59], [60], it
has been widely studied, adapted, and applied. There
are several surveys on program slicing [10], [13], [56],
illustrating the way in which slicing can be applied to
many areas within software engineering (e.g. maintenance [22], testing [9], [11], [47], and refactoring [41]).
In recent years, modelling has come to play an important part in the software developer’s toolbox, with
applications ranging from testing [8], [24], intrusion
detection [49], feature interaction [6] and quality of
service improvement [17].
Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) and their
variants (e.g. Harel’s [26] and UML state machines)
are now widely used to model dynamic behaviour,
most often in embedded systems (40 billion of which
are expected to be in operation by 2020 [20]). EFSMs
are often used to model a system at a higher-level
of abstraction than a program; nevertheless, like a
program, an EFSM may contain many interleaved
computations and so it makes sense to consider ways
•
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of slicing out sub-EFSMs. However, EFSM slicing
presents new challenges and issues: algorithms and
analyses that apply to program slicing are not fully
applicable to EFSM slicing.
1.1

EFSMs

Many readers may have an intuitive notion of Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) or one of their
variants. In this section we provide a brief introduction and refresher; Section 2 contains a complete,
formal definition.
EFSMs are diagrammatic representations of systems
that have distinct states and transitions between those
states; at any given time the system is in exactly
one state. The external world can generate an event
which is received by the system and which triggers a
transition to another state.
Figure 1 shows an example representing the door
control of a lift system [54], waiting for passengers to
enter or leave the lift and shutting the door. Initially
a timer is set for five time units then run down then
the door begins closing. During this period, while it is
closing, it can be interrupted. This sets the timer to 3
units and the door begins opening. Once it is opened
the timer runs down and the door begins closing
again until it is fully closed. Once it receives the open
signal it sets the timer to ten units and and begins
opening. When fully open the timer is run down
and then the door begins closing again. States are
represented by circles, with the start state highlighted
with a thicker outline (in this case it is also called
‘start’, though it need not be in general). Transitions
are directed arrows between source and target states
(where the source and target may be the same) and
specify under what conditions the system will move
from one state to another. Transitions can have a label of the form identifier:event[guard]/action,
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Fig. 1. An EFSM specification for the door controller of the lift system.

Fig. 2. The slice generated for Figure 1 using UNTICD
and the slicing criterion (T11, {timer}).

each part of which is optional. A transition from a
given source state is only triggered if an event event
is received and the conditional guard evaluates to
true; once triggered, the statements of action will
be executed. EFSMs have a global store which guards
can read and actions can update. In the lift example,
a global timer variable is used.
EFSMs are useful because they give a clear visual
representation of many types of behaviour, and because they are not necessarily expected to represent
every detail of execution—in other words, they are
frequently used to represent systems at a level of
abstraction above a program. The lift example of Figure 1 does not specify any exit states since it is chiefly
intended to represent its core behaviour and this in
turn is intended to execute indefinitely. However,
EFSMs can be used to model completely executable
systems, and some embedded systems’ behaviour is
fully specified using EFSMs.
1.2

Slicing EFSMs

Slicing comes in several different flavours: in this
paper we consider amorphous slicing [28], that is
slicing which in some way rewrites an input program
(i.e. changes its appearance). As in program slicing,
EFSM slicing takes as input an EFSM and a slicing

criterion and produces as output a sliced EFSM. The
slicing criterion is the point of interest in the EFSM
to be used as the basis for slicing: in this paper
we use a criterion consisting of a transition and a
set of variables. A control dependence formulation
then determines which transitions are relevant to the
slicing criterion, and a slicing algorithm then rewrites
the EFSM to produce a slice. As a first example,
Figure 2 shows a slice of the model from Figure 1
using the UNTICD control dependence algorithm [4],
the slicing algorithm defined in Section 6.3, and the
slicing criterion (T11, {timer}). It represents the part
of the model in figure 1 that influences the value of
the timer after transition T11 in that figure is executed.
While EFSM slicing has some relation to program
slicing1 , there are substantial differences. At a highlevel, these can be categorised as follows (see Section 3
for more details):
Syntactic issues: Unlike program dependence
graphs, computation within EFSMs occurs on transitions, not within nodes. Calculating dependence is
therefore subtly different. More significantly, deleting
transitions is a more involved process than deleting
statements in a program. Where program slicing can
simply remove whole lines, EFSM slicing must rewire
the EFSM (i.e. change the source and target of transitions). As we show in this paper, a naive rewiring
can lead to slices which are larger than the original
model.
This then raises the question of what the goal of
EFSM slicing is. With program slicing this is uncontroversial: slicing seeks to remove as many statements as it can while respecting the slicing criterion.
For EFSMs, there are several possible measures that
could be used separately or combined to measure
a reduction in size such as: the number of states,
number of transitions, or number of uniquely labelled
transitions.
1. If EFSM slicing can be thought of as similar to program slicing
at all, then it might be thought of as akin to slicing pointer-free,
non-textual, non-deterministic, non-terminating, goto programs.
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Semantic issues: Traditional program slicing makes
a fundamental assumption that programs normally
terminate: non-termination is considered aberrant,
and non-terminating fragments not affecting the slicing criterion are fully removed. While this is rarely
an issue for program slicing, it can not be directly
translated easily to EFSMs which, because they are
often used to abstract away details, are frequently
non-terminating (as shown by Figure 1) and sometimes non-deterministic. We previously adapted a
definition of control dependence for non-terminating
programs [51] to EFSMs [4]. However, the only previously published EFSM slicing algorithm of Korel et
al. [43] does not deal with non-terminating EFSMs.
1.3

Contributions

This paper makes two primary contributions:
1) We introduce a new ‘core’ slicing algorithm, the
first that can slice non-deterministic and / or
non-terminating EFSMs. The slicing algorithm is
based in part on an adaption of Ilie and Yu’s
NFA minimisation algorithm [38] which uses
a conservative approximation to equivalence to
minimise NFAs by merging equivalent states.
We use this to minimise the likelihood of slices
being larger than their inputs. We prove that
our adaption of this algorithm meets the requirements of slicing. We also introduce a new tool
based on the algorithm.
Though there has been work on non-amorphous
slicing of EFSMs [21], [31], [43], [45], [46], [58],
the only previously published amorphous slicing algorithm is that of Korel et al.. Their algorithm is limited to terminating, deterministic
EFSMs with a single exit state and uses standard
control and data dependence adapted from program slicing. Our algorithm is thus capable of
slicing a much larger class of EFSMs.
2) We present the first empirical study of EFSM
slicing, involving ten EFSMs, including widely
studied benchmarks and real world models.
Since our slicing algorithm can be instantiated
for different control dependence formulations
(leading, effectively, to a set of related slicing
algorithms), we are able to test it against a
variety of slicing algorithms; we also include the
amorphous EFSM slicing approach of Korel et al.
plus the additional two state merging heuristics
they present, to ensure a proper comparison. As
well as dealing with a much larger possible class
of EFSMs than Korel et al., our algorithm performs at least as well overall, and often better,
in comparisons using various slicing metrics.
This paper is structured as follows. We first present
a formal definition of EFSMs (Section 2) and an indepth discussion of the problems facing EFSM slicing
(Section 3). We follow this with a sketch giving the

flavour of our approach together with an example to
provide some intuition (Section 4). The section following this defines the dependence analyses used in the
paper (Section 5) while Section 6 is the heart of the
paper. It presents and explains the slicing algorithm,
offers a running example of its important steps, and
provides a case study, illustrating how the algorithm
can be used. Section 7 discusses theoretical aspects of
the algorithm. There follows a discussion of Korel’s
algorithm (Section 8) and a case study (Section 9).
Section 10 presents our experimental results.

2

E XTENDED F INITE S TATE M ACHINES

In this section we present a formal definition of EFSMs, which we use throughout this paper.
Definition 1. An Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM)
M is a tuple (S, s0 , T, E, Var, v0 ) where: S is a set of states;
s0 ∈ S is the initial state; T is a set of transitions; E is a
set of events, where each event is an atomic action or signal,
possibly parameterised; Var is a store represented by a set
of variables; and v0 is a mapping from the variable names
to the initial values of these variables. Transitions have a
source state source(t) ∈ S, a target state target(t) ∈ S
and a label label(t). Transition labels are of the form e[g]/a
where: e ∈ E; g is a guard (we assume a standard condition
language); and a is a sequence of actions (we assume a
standard expression language including assignments). All
parts of a label are optional.
States in S are atomic (i.e. we do not consider
hierarchical EFSMs). Events can be parameterised—
part of their value is set by the environment. The
environment, which we do not formally define, produces a stream of input events taken from E and
a source of values which can be bound to the parameters of parameterised input events. Actions can
involve store updates. A self-looping transition is a
transition t where source(t) = target(t). Transitions
that share the same source state are said to be siblings.
A transition t0 is said to be a successor of a transition
t if source(t0 ) = target(t). An exit state is a state that
has no outgoing transitions. A final transition is one
whose target is an exit state. An ε-transition is one
with no trigger event, guard or action, i.e. one with
no label. EFSMs may be non-deterministic, i.e. they
can contain sibling transitions with the same trigger
events and non-disjoint guards.
An EFSM is said to be complete or completely specified if, for every state s, event e and valuation v for the
variables there is a transition with source s and event
e whose guard is satisfied. To maintain consistency
with Harel’s Statecharts [27], we assume that an event
e leads to no change in state and no change in the
value of the variables in Var if e is received when the
EFSM cannot process e (i.e. there is no transition with
event e, or the guard in a transition with that event is
not satisfied). For example, if the EFSM of Figure 1 is
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in the state closing and receives the event fullyOpened ,
it can’t respond to this event as there is no transition
whose source state is closing and has fullyOpened as
a trigger event. Although we don’t present a formal
semantics of EFSMs in this paper, this behaviour for
an incomplete state machine would need to be made
explicit at the semantic level. This is equivalent to the
notion of implicit transitions; that is, if, in a state s an
event e is received but does not enable any outgoing
transition, an implicit transition from s to s consumes
the event e.
In this paper, we make extensive reference to, and
use of, Ilie and Yu’s Non-deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) minimisation algorithm. This requires
viewing an EFSM as an NFA (or, more generally,
Finite State Automaton, or FSA). However EFSMs
differ from FSAs in important ways: EFSMs have
stores and EFSM transition labels are more complex
(they may contain a condition in addition to an event).
FSAs are used to define languages and the concept
of a final state plays an important role: a sequence
(word) is in the language defined by an FSA if and
only if it can take the FSA to a final state. If a sequence
takes the FSA to a non-final state, but no further,
then it is not in the language defined by the FSA.
EFSMs have no equivalent notion: any sequence of
inputs drawn from its input event alphabet is legal.
To reflect this, we nominate every state of an EFSM
as “final” in the sense in which the word is used in
the FSA context. This is a distinct concept to that of
an exit state2 in an EFSM, i.e. a state at which the
computation terminates.

3

BACKGROUND

Program slicing is a well established area of research
and practise and there are clearly many similarities
between program slicing and EFSM slicing, particularly when viewed at a high-level. However, the
low-level differences between the two introduce many
challenges. In this section we look at these differences
in more detail, providing motivation for considering
EFSM slicing as a distinct discipline from program
slicing, as well as looking at some of the challenges
already identified for EFSM slicing, directly or indirectly, in the literature.
3.1

Syntactic issues

Program slicing traditionally relies on the notion of a
lexical successor [1] (i.e. that removing one line means
that control naturally flows from its predecessor to
its successor), where EFSMs have no such notion. In
some ways this is a similar, if more extreme, version of
the problem that presents itself when slicing unstructured programs (i.e. programs with gotos) [1], [7],
2. Parts of the literature call these final states, though we will
consistently refer to them as exit states.

[29]. In structured programs (i.e. programs without
gotos), the statements marked by dependence analysis form a closure slice [57] which is closely related
to the resulting executable slice [34] that can be separately compiled and executed. The arbitrary control
flow present in unstructured programs can break the
relationship between the closure and executable slices.
For example, it is impossible to produce an executable
slice of an unstructured program that preserves terminating behaviour, introduces no new statements other
than those in the closure slice, and no additional goto
statement not in the original program [30].
Choi and Ferrante [18] introduced two algorithms
to balance the compromise that these restrictions necessitate. In the first algorithm, the slice is potentially
very large, because it includes as many statements
from the original as are needed in order to preserve
statement reachability in the slice; however this can
lead to slices close in size to the original. To avoid
this issue, the second algorithm adds statements to the
program that are in neither the closure slice nor in the
original program, ‘rewiring’ the program. Technically
this results in an amorphous slice [28] i.e. a slice which
is not a subset of the input program. Amorphous
slices can introduce new, and merge existing, statements, whereas this algorithm introduces new, but
does not merge existing, statements. We therefore
refer to this as a ‘slightly amorphous’ slice.
Similar to program slicing, we use the notions of:
EFSM closure slice (or simply ‘closure slice’ when the
context is unambiguous) to refer to the original EFSM
with some of its transitions marked to reflect the
dependence analysis; and EFSM executable slice (or ‘executable slice’ when unambiguous) for the sub-EFSM
extracted from the original using the slicing process.
The unrestricted graph connectivity of EFSMs, where
transitions can be thought of as akin to gotos, means
that EFSMs are similar to unstructured programs: slicing an EFSM means removing states and reconnecting
dangling, or creating new, transitions.
When slicing an EFSM we must first perform a
dependence analysis that computes an EFSM closure
slice. For some authors [45] this is the end point of the
slicing process; for others [21], [31], [43], [46], [58] it is
a step towards the construction of an EFSM executable
slice. Several authors [21], [31] use a reachability approach to take this next step. Like Choi and Ferrante’s
first algorithm for slicing goto programs, this can yield
a very large EFSM executable slice, because otherwise
unwanted transitions have to be kept to ensure reachability of the desired transitions. Noting this problem,
Korel et al. [43] introduced two heuristic rules for
state merging that produce ‘fully’ amorphous slices
of EFSMs. The use of these heuristics was illustrated
by slicing an ATM EFSM, but there has been no other
result in the literature on amorphous slicing of EFSMs.
As we will later show, Korel et al.’s rules, while often
effective, do not work as well as we may wish in some
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situations.
The best measure of the effectiveness of slicing
algorithms is less obvious than in program slicing,
where ‘length of text’ is the undisputed metric. We
may count the number of states, if only for compatibility with conventionally accepted notions of program
slicing. However, since computation in EFSMs takes
place on transitions, it makes equal sense to count
the number of transitions. Furthermore, since an algorithm may duplicate transitions (i.e. changing their
source and / or target, but maintaining the label) to
‘rewire’ the states of an EFSM, the number of unique
transitions is also an interesting metric (since nonunique transitions require less effort to comprehend).
In this paper we use each of these metrics.
3.2

Semantic issues

Dependence is the means by which a closure slice
is computed and, by extension, upon which the executable slice also rests. Traditionally, two forms of
dependence are considered in slicing: data and control
dependence. EFSMs’ use of a global store and variable
reads and assignments in transitions means that data
dependence is much the same in EFSM slicing as in
program slicing [43].
Control dependence for EFSMS, on the other hand,
is rather more complicated. For example, traditional
program control dependence assumes that programs
terminate; while this assumption is reasonable for
programs, it is not for EFSMs, where non-termination
is culturally common. Recently, Ranganath et al. [51]
defined two notions of control dependence definitions for non-terminating programs: Non-Termination
Sensitive Control Dependence (NTSCD) (i.e. slicing retains non-terminating subprograms) and NonTermination Insensitive Control Dependence (NTICD)
definitions (i.e. slicing removes non-terminating subprograms). We have previously adapted Ranganath
et al.’s work to EFSMs as well as defining a third
notion of control dependence for EFSMs called Unfair Non-Termination Insensitive Control Dependence
(UNTICD) [4]. UNTICD overcomes NTICD’s limitation that control dependence in control sinks is not
identified. Section 5 defines all these terms in more
detail. From the point of view of this paper, we
consider all 3 forms of control dependence.

4

A PPROACH

OVERVIEW

We introduce a novel slicing tool for EFSMs, the
CREST EFSM slicing tool, that can slice EFSMs using a number of different algorithms: Korel et al.’s
algorithm, and the set of slicing algorithms we define
in Section 6.3. With an appropriate choice of algorithm, our tool can slice non-deterministic and / or
non-terminating EFSMs—the first tool to do so. The
common parts of the tool are as follows. It takes as
input: an EFSM model M (a text file that describes the

states and transitions of the EFSM); a slicing criterion
C = (t, V ), where t ∈ T is a transition and V ⊆ Var
is a subset of the variables; and one of three control
dependence definitions (NTSCD, NTICD, UNTICD).
It outputs a slice M 0 of the EFSM M . It has two core
phases: dependence analysis and slicing.
During dependence analysis, a dependence graph is
computed, using the given definition of control dependence and data dependence. See Figure 14 for
an example of a dependence graph. Nodes in a
dependence graph represent EFSM transitions and
edges represent control and data dependence, and
all transitions backwardly reachable from the slicing
criterion C are ‘marked’. These marked transitions
correspond to the transitive closure of data dependence and control dependence with respect to C.
After dependence analysis, the tool then amorphously slices the EFSM, using the dependency graph
as a guide. As an example of how this works, our set
of slicing algorithms (i.e. not including Korel et al.’s algorithm) aim to remove all unmarked transitions and
reconnect the EFSM as needed. To do this, unmarked
transitions are anonymised by replacing their label with
ε. We then apply our adaption of Ilie and Yu’s NFA
minimisation algorithm to remove the ε−transitions
and re-wire the graph appropriately.
For example, consider Figure 1 and slicing it using
NTICD control dependence with a slicing criterion of
(T 11, {timer}). The first step in slicing is the marking
of the state machine and the removal of the labels
on unmarked transitions (Figure 3). To do this we
construct a model dependence graph (MDG) and we
mark the transition in the slicing criterion and any
other transitions on which that transition depends
according to the MDG. Unmarked transitions are
actually marked with ε, i.e. the ”empty” marking.
ε-transitions are then removed, as per Ilie and Yu’s
algorithm (Figure 8). Unmarked transitions are then
deleted (Figure 9) and garbage collection performed
(Figure 10). Not all the steps in the algorithm may be
used, depending on the EFSM to be sliced. Illustration
of the possible minimisation steps can be found in
Figures 4 and 5 and in Ilie and Yu’s paper [38].
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D EPENDENCE

ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the definitions of NTSCD,
NTICD, and UNTICD which differ in the type of
paths used: maximal paths, sink-bounded paths, or
unfair sink-bounded paths. A path is defined as a
sequence of successive transitions. A transition is in
the path if it is in the sequence, while a node is in the
path if it is either the source or target of one of these
transitions. Every path has an initial node but not
necessarily a final node. Three types of paths can be
used to define different kinds of control dependence:
maximal paths, sink-bounded paths that are given in
terms of control sinks, and unfair sink-bounded paths.
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Definition 2. (Maximal Path) A maximal path is any path
that terminates in a final transition, or is infinite.

NTSCD

T 3 → T 4, T 5, T 6
T 6 → T 7, T 8
T 10 → T 11, T 12

Definition 3. (Control Sink) A control sink in an EFSM
is a set of transitions K that forms a strongly connected
component (SCC) such that, for each transition t in K each
successor of t is also in K.

NTICD

No dependences

UNTICD

T 6 → T 7, T 8
T 10 → T 11, T 12

T 5 → T 9, T 10
T 8 → T 9, T 10
T 12 → T 4, T 5, T 6

DD

T 1 → T 2, T 3
T 5 → T 11, T 12
T 11 → T 11, T 12

T 2 → T 2, T 3
T 8 → T 11, T 12

Definition 4. (Sink-bounded Path) A path π is a sinkbounded path if either π contains a final transition or
there exists a control sink K such that π contains every
transition from K infinitely often.
The second clause of Definition 4 defines a form
of fairness, which prevents control dependence from
being calculated in control sinks for non-terminating
EFSMs (see e.g. [4], [51]). The following definition
removes that clause, allowing such dependence to be
calculated. We use the word “unfair” to denote the
relaxation of fairness, i.e. not necessarily fair [50].
Definition 5. (Unfair Sink-bounded Path [4]) A path π
is an unfair sink-bounded path if either π contains a
final transition or there exists a control sink K such that
π contains transitions from K infinitely often.
We define control dependence using the abstract
function PATH which maps a node to the set of paths
(of a given type) that have that node as the source of
the first transition on each path. The type of control
dependence is parameterised by providing an instantiation of PATH: maximal paths define NTSCD; sinkbounded paths define NTICD; unfair sink-bounded
paths define UNTICD.
CD

Definition 6. (Control Dependence (CD)) Ti −→ Tj
means that a transition Tj is control dependent on a
transition Ti iff :
1) for all paths π ∈ PATH(target(Ti )), the source(Tj )
belongs to π;
2) there exists a path π ∈ PATH(source(Ti )) such that
the source(Tj ) does not belong to π.
We adopt the data dependence definition of [43]
for EFSMs: dependence occurs between a variable’s
definition and use, providing there are no further
definitions of that variable in the intervening path.
Definition 7. (Definition/Use) A variable v is defined at
transition Ti if:
1) v occurs on the the LHS of assignments in the actions
of Ti , or
2) v is a parameter of the event of Ti and v is not
redefined in any action of Ti .
A variable v is used at transition Ti if:
1) v occurs in the guard of Ti , or
2) v occurs in the RHS of assignments in the actions of
Ti .
We assume that there are two ways in which a
variable can be defined, i.e. given a fresh value: the
variable occurs as the parameter in a parameterised

T 5 → T 9, T 10
T 8 → T 9, T 10
T 12 → T 4, T 5, T 6

TABLE 1
Dependence for Figure 1.

input event as in transition T1 of Figure 12, or the
variable’s value is updated as the result of an action.
We assume that input event, condition evaluation
and action occur in that order, hence occurring as
a parameter of an input event does not define a
variable if it is immediately followed by an action
which updates it.
DD

Definition 8. (Data Dependence (DD)) Ti −−→v Tk
means that transition Tk is data dependent on transition
Ti with respect to variable v if:
1) v ∈ D(Ti ), where D(Ti ) is the set of variables defined
by transition Ti ;
2) v ∈ U (Tk ), where U (Tk ) is the set of variables used
by transition Tk ;
3) there exists a path in the EFSM from target(Ti ) to
source(Tk ) on which v is not defined.
To help make our control and data dependency
definitions concrete, dependencies for the door controller EFSM in Figure 1 are given in Table 1. The
door controller EFSM has a non-terminating control
sink consisting of the transitions T4, T5, T6, T7,
T8, T9, T10, T11, and T12. NTSCD has termination
sensitive dependences outside of the control sink,
namely T 3 → T 4, T 5, T 6, and more within the control
sink. NTICD has no dependences, since there are no
non-termination insensitive dependences outside the
control sink. UNTICD has dependences only within
the control sink (which are the same as NTSCD).

6

A MORPHOUS

SLICING

Graph-based slicing that eliminates unnecessary transitions and nodes produces an output that will not
be a sub graph of the original. Although we term
this amorphous slicing it is amorphous in a lighter
sense than amorphous program slicing. This form
of slicing arises naturally when slices for an EFSM
are constructed based on dependence analysis with
respect to a slicing criterion.
Definition 9. (Slicing Criterion) A slicing criterion for an
EFSM is a pair (t, V ) where transition t ∈ T and variable
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Fig. 3. Figure 1 marked using NTICD and data dependence with the slicing criterion (T11, {timer}).

set V ⊆ Var . It refers to the store value immediately after
the execution of the action contained in transition t.
EFSM slicing is comparable to slicing interactive
programs. For any possible input event sequence we
cannot guarantee that the original and the sliced
EFSM model behave similarly with respect to the
values of the variables of interest. The following
definition of a slice is loosely based on Korel et
al. and uses non-stuttering event sequences. We view
the triggering of an implicit transition as a ‘stutter’
because nothing happens as a result. No action is
taken and the machine remains in the same atomic
state. So, by a non-stuttering event sequence we mean
an event sequence which never triggers an implicit
transition.
Definition 10. (Slice) An EFSM slice M 0 is a reduced
state machine of the original EFSM M , if whenever the
environment produces a non-stuttering input event sequences e1 for M , there exists a non-stuttering input event
sequence e2 for M 0 such that:
1) e2 is a sub-sequence of e1. A sub-sequence x of a
sequence y is a sequence that can be produced from
y by removing some elements without changing the
order of the remaining elements.
2) When executing e1 on M the values of the variables
V at t are equal to the values of V at t during the
execution of e2 on M 0 .
Given an EFSM M and a slicing criterion (t,V), the
basic idea of the slicing algorithm, after computing
dependence and marking transitions, is to anonymise
unmarked transitions and then apply an adaption
of Ilie and Yu’s NFA reduction algorithm. In the
following subsections we expand upon the Ilie and
Yu algorithm and discuss how we use it.
6.1 ε-elimination
Ilie and Yu [37], [38] describe an algorithm for constructing εNFAs (an εNFA is an NFA with silent or εtransitions) from regular expressions. The algorithm

is iterative, and at each step applies three rules to
improve the εNFA further. The εNFA that is produced
is called a follow NFA. It then applies the ε-elimination
algorithm to the follow NFA and obtains an NFA.
We construct EFSMs with ε-transitions after dependence analysis, by anonymising unmarked transitions, as the example shown in Figure 3. Before we
apply the ε-elimination algorithm, we apply the rules,
given by Ilie and Yu (part of Algorithm 7 in [38]), for
merging states and/or removing ε-transitions. This
helps to reduce the risk of increasing the number of
transitions of slice, though it cannot eliminate this risk
completely. We apply these rules iteratively, until a
fixed point is reached. The rules are as follows:
1) for all states p and q, if there is a single εtransition between p and q and no other transition from p, then p and q can be merged.
2) any cycle consisting only of ε-transitions between states can be collapsed, by merging states
and deleting ε-transitions.
3) copies of transitions with the same source, target
and label (and name) are deleted.
Then we apply the ε-elimination algorithm given
in [37] (see Algorithm 20), in order to remove εtransitions. The definition is as follows:
Definition 11. (ε-elimination) For every path containing
only ε-transitions between two states p and q in an EFSM
M and any transition with label a from q to r, add a
transition with label a from p to r if no such transition
already exists. Furthermore, if q is a final state, then p
should become a final state. (Note: in EFSMs all states are
final states and therefore this step is not required.) Then
remove all ε-transitions and unreachable states in M .
For removing unreachable states from the EFSM we
use a standard garbage collection process using the
start state(s) as the root nodes of the garbage collection
(as described in e.g. [40]).
The process of eliminating ε-transitions can make
an NFA larger, which is also true of our EFSM slice
construction adaption of it. For example, Figure 4
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illustrates an EFSM with a single ε-transition and a
total of five transitions and four states. After applying the ε-elimination algorithm, the number of states
remains the same, while the number of transitions
increases by one, as shown in Figure 5. It is known
that for an NFA with n states and alphabet size p,
the process of eliminating ε-transitions can lead to an
NFA with O(n2 p) transitions [35]. It is also known that
this process cannot do much better: there is a class of
regular languages Ln that requires almost quadratically more transitions to describe if ε-transitions are
not allowed [35]. There may thus be merit in retaining some of the ε-transitions. One approach aims
to minimise the number of non-ε-transitions of an
NFA and is guaranteed to be optimal if the NFA is
unambiguous [39]: the NFA has at most one accepting
computation for each sequence. Unfortunately, in our
case all states are final states and so our automata are
unambiguous if and only if they are deterministic. As
a result, the property of being unambiguous is of no
interest. In Section 10 we empirically investigate how
often this problem happens in practice.

Fig. 4. Example of an EFSM with an ε-transition.

Fig. 5. After applying ε-elimination to Figure 4.

6.2

Minimisation

The steps defined previously produce an EFSM M
that has no ε-transitions or unreachable states. However, there may be smaller EFSMs that are equivalent
to M and so the next step is to try to produce such a
smaller EFSM. Unfortunately, while minimisation of
DFA can be achieved in low-order polynomial time
[32], minimisation of NFAs is known to be PSPACEcomplete3 [23], [33]. In fact, even the problem of
deciding whether two states of an NFA are equivalent is PSPACE-complete [23], [33]. Thus, we cannot
reasonably expect to minimise M .
Since the problem of minimising an NFA is computationally hard, there has been interest in reducing an
NFA to a smaller but not necessarily minimal NFA
and here we describe such an approach [38]. The
essential idea is to merge states that are known to be
equivalent but, since deciding equivalence is PSPACEcomplete, we use a conservative approximation to
3. All PSPACE-complete problems are NP-hard [23].

Fig. 6. Finite automata where p and q are not right
invariant equivalent.
equivalence. This notion of equivalence is the largest
right invariant equivalence:
Definition 12. An equivalence relation ≡ over the states of
NFA M is right invariant with respect to M if it satisfies
the following properties:
1) No final state of M is equivalent to a non-final state
of M under ≡; and
2) For all pairs of states p, q and label a, if p ≡ q and
there is a transition from p to p0 with a then there
is a transition from q to some q 0 with a such that
p0 ≡ q 0 .
As we consider EFSMs in this paper, where all states
are final, the first property immediately holds. Clearly,
if ≡ is a right invariant equivalence with respect to M
and p ≡ q then p and q are equivalent4 . However, the
converse is not the case. To see this, consider states p
and q defined in Figure 6 in which all states are final
states.
It is straightforward to see that p and q are equivalent. However, if ≡ is a right invariant equivalence
with respect to M then for us to have that p ≡ q we
would require that there is a transition from p with
label a to a state p0 such that p0 ≡ q 0 but this cannot
be the case: if we choose p0 = p0 then we do not have
p0 ≡ q 0 since there is no transition from p0 with label c
and if we choose p0 = p00 then we do not have p0 ≡ q 0
since there is no transition from p0 with label b.
There can be many alternative right invariant equivalences with respect to M and some may be better
than others when considering NFA reduction. A right
invariant equivalence is said to be a largest right
invariant equivalence if it defines the most pairs of
equivalent states. It transpires that the largest right
invariant equivalence ≡R with respect to M can be
found in polynomial time [38]. In addition, if we
merge states that are found to be equivalent, ≡R leads
to a smallest NFA that can be produced from M
by merging states that are equivalent under a right
invariant equivalence with respect to M 5 . Thus, ≡R
is the best right invariant equivalence to use.
4. This is Lemma 12 in [38].
5. Theorem 17 and Corollary 18 of [38]
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of interest tsc and marks all visited nodes. It is as
defined in [43].
anonymise unmarked transitions(Mpost ) replaces the
label of unmarked transitions with an ε.
apply rule2(Mpost )
and
apply rule1(Mpost ),
apply rule3(Mpost ) apply the rules as in Algorithm
4 [37] (page 144). Section 6.1 describes these rules
for merging states and deleting ε-transitions. The
functions return True if the rule has been applied,
otherwise False. Lines 5–6 show that these rules are
iteratively applied until they have no effect.
apply epsilon elimination(Mpost ) is as defined in Algorithm 20 in [37] (page 153).
garbage collect(Mpost ) performs a standard mark
and sweep garbage collection [40]. Any nodes and
edges not reachable from Mpost are thus deleted.
6.3 Formalisation of the slicing algorithm
right invariant equivalence(Mpost ) is as defined in
Algorithm
14 [36] (page 383). Since all states are
High-level pseudo code describing our slicing algofinal
states
in
EFSMs, we can simplify the algorithm
rithm is given in Figure 7. Lines 2–3 are concerned
with dependence analysis. Lines 4–12 are concerned removing the code that checks that final and non-final
with slicing and adapt the Ilie and Yu algorithm [36]. state must not be equivalent (line 7-8 in Algorithm 14
in [36]). It returns the set of equivalent states.
merge states(Seq ,Mpost ) is a function that takes a set
Input: EFSM Mpre to be sliced.
of
right invariant equivalent states and merges them
Input: Slicing criterion tsc and its variables Vsc .
in
M
post .
Input: Control Dependence definition CDdef .
left
invariant equivalence(Mpost ) reverses the direcOutput: EFSM slice Mpost .
tion
of
transitions of the current EFSM Mpost ,
1. Mpost ← Mpre
resulting
in the EFSM Mrev . Then it applies
2. DG ← compute dependence graph(CDdef ,Mpre )
right
invariant
equivalence(Mrev ) . If there are any
3. Mpost ← traverse backwards marking(tsc ,Vsc ,DG)
right-equivalent
states, these are merged using the
4. Mpost ← anonymise unmarked transitions(Mpost )
function
merge
states
with Mrev . Then it reverses the
5. while apply rule1(Mpost ) or apply rule2(Mpost ) or
direction
of
the
transitions
of the EFSM Mrev and
apply rule3(Mpost ) do
returns
the
result
as
M
.
post
6. end while
It is sometimes possible to further reduce an NFA
by merging pairs of states p, q that are reached by the
same sets of sequences in M . It has been observed
that we can define the notion of a left-equivalence
[38] and that the results and algorithms for rightequivalence can be reused by simply reversing the
transitions of M : there is a transition from p to q with
label a in the reverse M 0 of M if and only if there is a
transition from q to p with label a in M . Thus, we can
compute the largest left-equivalence ≡L with respect
to M , which is also the largest right-equivalence with
respect to M 0 , as well as the largest right-equivalence
≡R with respect to M . We merge two states p and q
if either p ≡L q or p ≡R q.

7. apply epsilon elimination(Mpost )
8. garbage collect(Mpost )
9. Seq ← right invariant equivalence(Mpost )
10. merge states(Seq ,Mpost )
11. Mpost ← left invariant equivalence(Mpost )
12. return Mpost
Fig. 7. High-level slicing algorithm.
We now define the functions used in the algorithm
of Figure 7.
compute dependence graph(CDdef ,Mpre )
computes
the dependence graph for the EFSM Mpre by using
the control dependence definition CDdef , and data
dependence. For data dependence, the algorithm
computes, as for program dependence analysis,
definition-clear definition-use paths for all variables
in each transition and returns all transition pairs
in which there exists a definition-clear definitionuse path. For control dependence, the algorithm
computes control successors (i.e. the transitions that
are control dependent on the transition) for each
transition m ∈ Tpre using CDdef .
traverses
traverse backwards marking(tsc ,Vsc ,DG)
the dependence graph backwards from the transition

6.4

Slicing the door controller EFSM

Suppose that the slicing criterion for the door controller EFSM in Figure 1 is (T11, {timer}). If the
NTSCD definition is chosen, then the marked transitions are {T1, T2, T3, T5, T6, T8, T10, T11, T12}.
The slice that is generated contains all transitions in
Figure 1 except for the self-looping transitions T4, T7
and T9.
If the NTICD definition is chosen, then the marked
transitions are {T5, T8, T11}, which are all data dependences owing to the structure of the graph, i.e. there
are no NTICD dependences within control sinks and,
in this case, there are no control dependences outside
of the control sink.
Figure 3 illustrates Figure 1 after marking. Unmarked transitions are indicated by dashed lines and
have had their labels replaced with ε, the empty
label. Figure 8 shows the resulting state machine
after the rules in steps 5–6 have been applied. These
remove some ε transitions and merge some states.
In particular, rule 2 is applied that removes the selftransitions and rule 1 merges the states start, wait and
closing as well as opened and opening. Figure 9 shows
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of unique transitions in the original EFSM. The latter
property is chiefly used as a sanity check.
Proposition 7.1. For an EFSM M and its slice M 0 , where
SM is the set of all states in M and SM 0 is the set of all
states in M 0 , then |SM 0 | ≤ |SM |.
Fig. 8. Figure 3 after applying rules 5-6 of the algorithm.

Fig. 9. Figure 8 after epsilon-elimination.

Fig. 10. The slice on (T11,{timer}) for Figure 1 using
NTICD.
the state machine after ε-elimination has been applied
and before garbage collection. Finally, Figure 10 illustrates the state machine after garbage collection,
i.e. illustrates the slice generated after applying the
slicing algorithm. The state closed and its transitions
are deleted during garbage collection. This slice is
no longer a sub-model of the original and thus is
not syntax preserving. It is, however, straightforward
to demonstrate that it is semantics preserving with
respect to the slicing criterion.
If the UNTICD definition is chosen for control dependence, then the marked transitions are {T5, T6, T8,
T10, T11, T12}. Figure 2 illustrates the slice generated
after applying the slicing algorithm.

7

T HEORETICAL

ASPECTS

In this section we discuss some basic properties of
the algorithm, choosing between control dependencies, intuitions with regard to correctness issues and
present a proof that its complexity is cubic.
7.1

Properties of the slicing algorithm

We have identified two properties of the slicing algorithm: first, that the number of states in the slice is
never more than that in the original EFSM; second,
that the number of unique transitions (transitions
with unique labels i.e. that have syntactically different
labels) in the slice is never more than the number

Proof: The algorithm can change the number of
states of an EFSM in two places: when applying the
rules before ε-elimination (lines 5-6), and during the
minimisation phase (lines 7-12).
In the first case, there are three rules that are
applied. The first rule, if true for two states will
merge them, thereby reducing the number of states.
The second rule, also merges states where cycles of εtransitions exist, thus reducing the number of states.
The third rule deletes copies of transitions, which does
not affect the number of states. If these rules cannot
be applied, then the number of states remains the
same. The ε-elimination phase deals exclusively with
transitions and thus has no effect on the number of
states.
In the second case, minimisation merges equivalent
states, which reduces the number of states. If there
are no equivalent states, then no merging occurs, and
the number of states remains the same. Thus, the
algorithm cannot increase the number of states.
Proposition 7.2. For an EFSM M and its slice M 0 , where
UM is the set of all unique transitions in M and UM 0 is
the set of all unique transitions in M 0 , then |UM 0 | ≤ |UM |.
Proof: The ε-elimination algorithm preceded by
the rules defined by Ilie and Yu are applied to
remove ε-transitions and reconnect the EFSM. The
rules merge states and remove ε-transitions. The εelimination algorithm copies marked transitions to
reconnect the graph, and deletes ε-transitions and
any unreachable states and transitions. Therefore, no
new unique transitions are introduced, i.e. transitions
not in the set of marked transitions. Since, the total
number of unique marked transitions is never more
than the total number of unique transitions in M ,
|UM 0 | ≤ |UM |.
7.2 Control dependence definitions and the correctness of the algorithm
The effects of using each of the three control dependence definitions in the slicing algorithm are illustrated in section 6.4 and by examining figures 1, 2 and
10. The algorithm performs static, backward slicing
so the applications are confined to debugging, code
maintenance, comprehension and other static backward slicing applications. The most suitable of the
three control algorithms for these slicing applications
is NTICD. However, NTICD has a drawback in that
it does not find any control dependence information
inside control sinks. Since many EFSMs are descriptions of reactive systems and their specification is
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either wholly or largely a single control sink, and
use of this definition in the slicing algorithm tends to
introduce non-determinism in the parts of the SCCs
retained in the resulting slice, it is desirable to have
a control dependence definition that reduces the nondeterminism.
As a result, some research into state machine slicing
adopts a definition based on NTSCD as the notion
of control dependence [45]. NTSCD is termination
sensitive so it includes transitions which make choices
between termination and non-termination. This form
of control dependence can then distinguish between
different possible infinite paths in a control sink,
providing an indication as to the most direct path
to a slicing criterion but generally producing larger
slices. Its most apposite application is as part of an
information flow analysis via a dependence graph in
order to establish security properties such as noninterference.
UNTICD was created as a halfway house. It behaves like NTICD outside of control sinks and like
NTSCD inside control sinks. In this way, like NTICD,
it is analogous to the traditional control dependence
(which ignores non-termination possibilities) in program slicing, but it has the benefit of reducing nondeterminism within control sinks. For detail see Androutsopoulos et al. and Ranganath et al. where relationships between the three are formally discussed [4],
[51]. One result from those papers is that the transitive
closure of the dependencies for NTICD is contained
within that of UNTICD which is in turn contained
within that for NTSCD.
A consequence of the latter is that if a slicing algorithm using NTICD is correct, so are those which replace it with the other two. Note that this replacement
assumes that the definition of correctness remains
the same, i.e. that the semantics is invariant in some
sense with respect to the slicing criterion. NTSCD was
conceived as a program language control dependence
useful for security analyses in which non-termination
is a leakage channel. However it is also commonly
used in state based model slicing purely for software
engineering applications with a correctness criterion
of the type above [3].
Formal consideration of correctness is outside the
scope of this paper but we comment that, as indicated
in section 6, the interactive nature of EFSMs means
that slicing cannot ignore the environment which is
interacting with them. In particular, once some transitions have been removed from the slice, the slice is
only complete via implicit transitions and may react
quite differently from the original machine to some
sequences of input events and it may be possible that
the slice will not even take a path through the slicing
criterion when the original does. This effect can be
replicated in interactive programs as well [52]. As a
result, the definition of a slice must be weakened so
that it applies only to non-stuttering input sequences

for the original and projections of these which are
non-stuttering in relation to the slice. The definition
is further weakened to an existential condition to take
account of possible non-determinism. This is the key
intuition as to why an algorithm using NTICD, which
finds no dependency information inside control sinks,
is correct with respect to the definition for EFSMs.
7.3

The complexity of the algorithm

This section shows that Algorithm in Figure 7 has
polynomial worst case time complexity. Throughout
this section we assume that the EFSM M being considered is represented by directed graph G in which
state si is represented by vertex ni and there is an
edge from vertex ni to vertex nj if and only if M has
a transition from si to sj . We use n, m and k to denote
the numbers of states, transitions and variables of M
respectively and assume that every state is either a
source or target of at least one transition6 . We consider
the case where NTSCD is used; the proofs for NTICD
and UNTICD are almost identical.
Lemma 1. Data dependence can be computed in O(m3 k)
time.
Proof: First consider the problem of determining
whether transition Tj is data dependent on transition
Ti with respect to variable v. In order to decide this
we can form a directed graph Gv from G by removing
all edges corresponding to transitions in which v is
defined and this can be produced in O(m) time. Then
Tj is data dependent on Ti with respect to v if and
only if Ti defines v, Tj uses v and the source state of
Tj can be reached from the target state of Ti in Gv .
Reachability can be decided using a depth-first search
in O(m) time [55] and so the result follows from there
being O(m2 ) pairs of transitions and k variables.
We now consider control dependence.
Lemma 2. NTSCD control dependence can be computed
in O(m3 ) time.
Proof: Consider the problem of deciding whether
transition Tj is NTSCD control dependent on transition Ti . Let us suppose that Ti has source state si1
and target state si2 and Tj has source state sj1 . We
need to determine whether: all maximal paths from
si2 include sj1 ; and there exists a maximal path from
si1 that does not include sj1 .
Let G1 denote the directed graph produced from
G by removing vertex nj1 and assume that we know
the vertices that are in cycles in G1 ; these vertices can
be found in O(m) time [55]. Then all maximal paths
from si2 include sj1 if and only if either si2 = sj1 or,
in G1 , from ni2 it is not possible to reach a cycle or a
vertex that corresponds to an exit state. The first part
can be decided in constant time and the second can
be decided in O(m) time using a depth-first search
6. This allows us to know that n is of O(m).
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starting at ni2 . Thus, the first condition for Tj being
NTSCD control dependent on Ti can be decided in
O(m) time. Similarly, there exists a maximal path from
si1 that does not include sj1 if and only if si1 6= sj1
and, in G1 , from ni1 it is possible to reach a cycle or a
vertex that corresponds to an exit state. Again, this can
be decided in O(m) time. To summarise, it is possible
to decide in O(m) time whether Tj is NTSCD control
dependent on Ti and so the result follows from there
being O(m2 ) pairs of transitions.
We now consider step 5 of the algorithm, which
applies rules 1-3.
Lemma 3. Step 5 of the Algorithm in Figure 7 takes
O(m2 log m) time.
Proof: We will consider the separate rules, assuming that a list of the transitions is initially sorted
on source state, then target state and then label (in
O(m log m) time).
Rule 1 merges states s and s0 where there is a single
-transition from s to s0 and no other transition from
s. Since the list of transitions has been sorted, it takes
O(m) time to determine whether this rule can be
applied and O(m) time to apply the transformation
(we replace s by s0 in the target states of transitions).
In rule 2, a cycle consisting only of -transitions is
collapsed by merging states and deleting -transitions.
We can determine whether there is such a cycle by
considering the directed graph G produced from G
by removing all transitions that are not -transitions.
We can produce G in O(m) time and determine
whether it has any cycles in O(m) time through applying Tarjan’s algorithm, for finding the components
of a directed graph [55]. If there is such a cycle then
an O(m) depth-first search can be used to find one
such cycle. The transformation takes O(m) time (we
add a new state s and in the transitions we replace
each state of the cycle by s). A final O(m log m) step
sorts the list of transitions.
Rule 3 deletes copies of transitions with the same
source, target and label (and name). Since the list
of transitions has been sorted, it takes O(m) time
to determine whether this rule can be applied and
constant time to apply the transformation.
The result now follows from the fact that each application of a rule reduces the number of transitions.
The other steps of the Algorithm are performed using standard algorithms. Garbage collection is simply
a depth-first search and so can be computed in O(m)
time. The transitive closure of the union of control
and data dependence can be computed in O(n3 ). For
example, one could apply a depth-first search from
each vertex in the directed graph GD in which the
vertices represent states of the EFSM and the edges
represent control and data dependence: GD has O(n2 )
edges and so one such search can be completed in
O(n2 ) time and there are at most n such searches.

The equivalences used by Ilie and Yu [36] can be
computed in O(nm) time [2]. Since Ilie and Yu’s 
elimination algorithm takes O(m2 ) time [37] we obtain
the following result.
Theorem 7.3. Algorithm in Figure 7 has worst case time
complexity of O(m3 k).
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KOREL et al.’ S

SLICING ALGORITHM

Korel et al. [43] present a slicing algorithm, based
on dependence analysis, for slicing EFSMs. They assume that the EFSMs are deterministic and executable,
i.e. that they contain enough information in order to
be executed. Their slicing algorithm is syntax preserving, i.e. the slices are executable sub-models of the
original EFSMs (referred to in [43] as the executability
property). Slices are computed with respect to the
slicing criterion, a transition t and its variables V ,
by using a dependence graph. The dependence graph
represents the control and data dependences in the
EFSM. Data dependence is defined as in Definition 8.
The control dependence definition is given in terms of
post dominance that requires execution paths to lead
to an exit state. The algorithm deletes all paths that
do not reach t and marks all backwardly reachable
transitions from t in the dependence graph. Then,
in order to preserve the graph structure, it marks
any unmarked and non-self-looping transitions. Any
unmarked self-looping transitions that are not data
dependent on any marked transition are deleted. This
is safe because self looping transitions cannot control
the taking of subsequent transitions. For more details
please see the discussion in an earlier paper [5].
Note that unmarked transitions are not anonymised.
Unfortunately, because it is conservative in nature, the
algorithm is generally not able to reduce EFSMs in
size a great deal. For example, the slice generated for
the ATM model (which is used as a running example
in [43]) reduces the original (23 transitions and 9
states) only by 3 transitions.
In order to reduce the size of the slices further,
Korel et al. describe two reduction rules for merging
states which are applied after marking transitions. By
merging states, slices may become non-deterministic,
i.e. there may be numerous possible executions with
the same event sequence. The slices produced after
applying these rules are no longer syntax preserving,
and so are amorphous slices [28]. Moreover, they relax
the executability property by requiring that at least
one of the executions of the non-deterministic slice,
rather than all of the executions, preserves the value
of the variables of t for a given input.
We have chosen to compare our slicing algorithm to
Korel et al.’s slicing algorithm and to an adaptation of
Korel et al.’s reduction rules with our algorithms because they are the only algorithms in the literature to
produce slices that are not sub-models of the original.
Thus, similarly to our algorithm, they suffer from the
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Fig. 11. The slice of the door controller EFSM on
(T11,{timer}), using NTICD and Korel et al.’s reduction rules.
problem of re-connecting the graph. However, we take
a more general approach to addressing this problem
by adapting the Ilie and Yu algorithm [38].
We have implemented Korel et al.’s slicing algorithm as described in [43], using their definitions of
control dependence and data dependence. Furthermore, we have implemented Korel et al.’s reduction
rules, which are applied after dependence analysis
where transitions are marked. Since Korel et al.’s
control dependence definition only applies to models
with a unique exit state, we also use NTSCD, NITCD
and UNTICD during dependence analysis as they
apply to a larger set of models, i.e. non-deterministic,
non-terminating EFSMs. Then we directly compare
the size of the slices. For example, the slice generated for the door controller EFSM using NTICD and
Korel et al.’s reduction rules is shown in Figure 11. It
contains transitions that are not in the set of marked
transitions identified during dependence, i.e. T6 and
T12. This is because the source state of T6 and T12
have outgoing transitions and thus their reduction
rules for state merging cannot be applied. Unlike our
slicing algorithm, the set of uniquely labelled marked
transitions in the original EFSM M is not equal to
uniquely labelled transitions in the slice M 0 .
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C ASE

T4, T6, T8, T20, T22, T10 and T23. As backward slicing
is considered, we choose the slicing criterion by taking
the transition from the traversed sequence of transitions in reverse order. T23 and T10 do not contain
any variables, then T22 is taken as the slicing criterion.
Figure 13 gives the slice in terms of marked transitions
in the model. It can be observed that transitions T7,
T13 and T14, which are related the checking account,
are included in the slice. This is obviously wrong, as
the slicing criterion T22 is printing receipt for saving
account.
To investigate how these three transitions are
included in the slicing, Figure 14 shows a subdependence graph of the ATM EFSM model with respect to transition T22. It can be seen from the figure,
T22 is dependent upon T20, and T20 is dependent
on T13 and T14. Therefore, the bug could be on T20.
Further inspection on T20 shows that the variable ‘cb’
should be ‘sb’.
T15
T2

T5

S4

T7

T1

T4 S2

S1

S3

T10
T6

T8

S6

T23
T3

Exit

S5

T11

T9
Start

T16

T14
T13
T12

T21

T17
T18
T19
T20

S7

T22

Fig. 13. Marked ATM model with slice criterion of
the Transition T22(NTICD+DD), where solid directed
edges represent the transitions in the slice.

STUDY

In this section, a case study is presented to show how
slicing can help to debug in EFSMs.
An EFSM model of an ATM system presented by
Korel [43] is shown in Figure 12. Two types of accounts (checking account and savings account) and
three types of transactions (withdrawal, deposit and
check balance) are described in the model. Suppose
there is a bug on the Transition T20, where the variable ‘cb’ should be ‘sb’.
To test the ATM system, a test case, a sequence of events with input values associated with
these events, is executed. Assume the test case is
Card(1234,100,200), PIN(1234), Spanish(), Savings(),
Balance(), Receipt(), Done(), Exit(). When the EFSM of
the ATM is executed on this input, the screen shows
“Balanza=200” but the receipt prints “Balanza=100”.
Obviously this is not the expected output as the two
balances are not equal.
To locate the bug, we first check the sequence of
transitions traversed by the test case, which is T1, T2,

Fig. 14. Sub-dependence graph for ATM model with
slice criterion of the Transition T22. The figure was
produced by the tool where nodes represent EFSM
transitions, solid directed edges represent the data
dependence and dotted directed edges are control
dependence between transitions.
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E XPERIMENTS

For EFSM slicing to be useful in practice, it is important to be able to reduce the EFSM by removing

14

Receipt[l='s']/Print(“Balanza=”,cb); write(“Ahorros/Corriente”);

PIN(p)
[(p != pin) and (attempts < 3)]/
write(“Wrong Pin, ReEnter”);
attempts = attempts+1;
Prompt for PIN;

Receipt[l='e']/Print(“Balance=”,cb); write(“Savings/Checking”);

T15
T14
T5

T2
Start

Card(pin, sb, cb)/
write(“Enter PIN”);
attempts = 0

PIN(p)
[p == pin]/
write(“Select a
Language
English/Spanish”)

S1

T1

T4

S2

T6
PIN(p)
[(p != pin) and (attempts == 3)]/
write(“Wrong Pin, Ejecting Card”);

T3

English/
l='e';
write(“
Savings/
Checking”);

Checking

T7
Done

S4

T9

T16
S5

T11

S3
Done

Spanish/
l='s';
write(“
Ahorros/
Corriente”);

T10

T8
Savings

S6

T23
Exit

T13
T12

Withdrawal(w)/
cb =cb - w
Deposit(d)/
cb = cb + d
Balance[l='e']/
write(“Balance=”,cb);
Balance[l='s']/
write(“Balanza=”,cb);

T21

Exit/write(“Ejecting card”);

Withdrawal(w)/

T17 sb =sb - w
Deposit(d)/
T18
sb = sb + d
Balance[l='e']/
T19
write(“Balance=”,sb);
T20
Balance[l='s']/

S7

cb
write(“Balanza=”,cb);

T22

Receipt[l='e']/Print(“Balance=”,sb); write(“Savings/Checking”);

Receipt[l='s']/Print(“Balanza=”,sb); write(“Ahorros/Corriente”);

Fig. 12. The EFSM model of ATM presented in [43] with a bug highlighted on Transition T20.

unmarked transitions, merging equivalent states and
reconnecting the graph. In this section, we report on
the results of experiments designed to answer the
following questions.
1) How much does our algorithm reduce the graph
size after slicing?
2) According to each proposed measure of EFSM
reduction, does our algorithm ever create slices
whose size is greater than the original? If yes,
how often do these occur ?
3) Is the run-time cost of slicing reasonable ?
4) How does our algorithm compare to Korel et
al.’s slicing algorithm and reduction rules ?
10.1

EFSM Models

#S

#T

#UT

#Var

G1

ATM [43]
Cashier
CruiseControl [42]
FuelPump [42]
PrintToken
VendingMachine

9
12
5
13
11
7

23
21
17
25
89
28

21
20
15
23
42
22

8
10
18
12
5
7

G2

INRES protocol [15]
TCP [62]
TCSbin(Motorola)

8
12
24

18
57
65

16
46
56

8
31
61

G3

DoorController [54]

6

12

12

1

107

355

273

161

Total

TABLE 2
Experimental Models.

Experimental setup

We have selected ten EFSM models from a variety
of sources. The first six models were used by Korel
et al. [42], [43] in their research of state-based slicing with traditional dependence analysis. They all
contain a start state and every path must end in
an exit state. The last four models do not contain
exit states. INRES [15] and DoorControl [54] come
from previous model-based studies, while TCP [62]
and TCSbin are extracted from Specification and Description Language (SDL) specifications [14]. TCSbin
is an industry model provided to us by Motorola.
Since SDL specifications are richer than EFSMs, these
models were transformed to remove ‘history’ and ‘all’
state types.
Table 2 provides the model’s size in terms of the
number of transitions (#T), number of states (#S) and
number of transitions with unique labels (i.e. unique
transitions (#UT)). Also, it provides the number of
variables that appear on the transition labels.
We divide the EFSM models into groups, shown
in Table 2, based on common characteristics of their
structure. The G1 models are all free of control sinks

and contain exit states; G2 models are large control
sinks except for a transition from the start state; the
single G3 model consists of a large control sink, with
three transitions from the start state.
We use three algorithms for the experiments: 1)
our slicing algorithm, which is applied to all ten
models, using either NTSCD, NTICD or UNTICD, 2)
Korel et al.’s slicing algorithm (Koreletal1), which can
only be applied to the models in G1 because of their
definition of control dependence, which is limited
to EFSMs with an exit state, and 3) Korel et al.’s
reduction rules (Koreletal2) combined with NTSCD,
NTICD, or UNTICD for dependence analysis, which
can be applied to all ten models. An algorithm, with
its choice of control dependence, is applied to a model
by considering each of its transitions and the set of
variables referenced by the transition as the slicing
criterion. Therefore, the number of slices generated
when an algorithm is applied is equal to the number
of transitions in the model.
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10.2

Experimental results and discussion

To answer the first two questions, we examine the size
of the slices generated using our algorithm parameterised by each of NTSCD, NTICD or UNTICD. Table 3 presents the results for each of these three forms
of control dependence with data dependence. Slice
size is measured in terms of number of states, number
of transitions and number of unique transitions. In
the table, each value is normalised by dividing by
the corresponding size measure of the model. For
example, AvgS is the average number of states of all
slices in a model over the total number of states of
the model.
The average slice size reported in Table 3 shows that
the slice size using NTICD is about one third of the
model in terms of number of transitions and unique
transitions, which is similar to a typical program slice
size [12]. The slices using NTSCD are the largest in
all measures, as NTSCD captures dependencies within
control sinks while NTICD does not.
The average slice size using UNTICD is between
that using NTSCD and NTICD. However, if we consider each model, it can be seen that the average slice
size of slices using UNTICD is the same as that of
slices using NTICD for the models in G1 and that of
slices using NTSCD for models in G2. This confirms
that UNTICD is the same as NTICD outside of control
sinks, as all models in G1 do not contain control sinks
and UNTICD is the same as NTSCD in control sinks,
as each model in G2 is a large control sink [4].
It can be seen from Table 3 that the slice size
using NTICD is smaller than that using NTSCD when
averaged over all models. However, inspection of the
average slice size for each model reveals an exception,
where the AVGT of Cashier using NTICD is a little
larger than that using NTSCD. Note that the AVGU T
using NTICD is still smaller, so the size increase is
caused by ε-elimination that might add transitions.
However, this is only one such case (over ten subjects),
and the average slice size for Table 3, calculated over
all models and control dependency definitions and
incorporating the average reductions for transitions,
unique transitions and nodes, is 55% of the original
model.
The run-time cost of slicing consists of two components: the time to build the dependence graph
(which is a one-off cost), and the time to compute the
slice for a specific criterion. Table 4 reports TimeDep
for computing dependence graph and the average
AvgTimeSlicing for computing a slice for each model
using a laptop with Intel(R)Core Duo CPU at 2.4GHz
and 4GB memory. AvgTimeSlicing only considers the
time taken for the traversal of the dependence graph,
ε-elimination and minimisation.
TimeDep reported in Table 4 reveals that NTSCD
and UNTICD are more expensive than NTICD, since
both NTSCD and UNTICD capture more dependen-

cies than NTICD [4].
The average execution time AvgTimeSlicing reported
in Table 4 shows that for most models, the slice is
computed in very reasonable time. The slices generated for TCSbin, using our algorithm with NTSCD,
takes the longest time to compute. This is because it is
an industry model and it contains the largest number
of states and each transition contains many variables
and actions.
To answer the final question, we compare the slices
generated by our algorithm, Koreletal1 and Koreletal2. Figure 15 shows the size difference between slices
using our algorithm and Koreletal1 algorithm over all
slices of the models in G1, plotted in monotonically
increasing order on the x-axis. NTICD, NTSCD and
UNTICD are used in the dependence analysis of
our algorithm respectively. The x-axis measures the
number of slices as a percentage of the total number of
slices. The y-axis measures the size difference in number of states, transitions and u. Zero means that the
two slices generated using the two algorithms with
respect to the same criterion are equal in size. A positive value means our algorithm produces the smaller
slice. The three lines represent the three measures in
terms of the number of states, number of transitions
and number of unique transitions as labelled. The slice
size using NTICD and UNTICD is the same for the
models in G1 so we have produced the graphs for
NTICD only..
As discussed in Section 8, the Koreletal1 algorithm
may produce relatively large slices. Figure 15 shows
that when using NTICD, in more than 40% slices, we
produced smaller slices, ranging from 1 to 23 in term
of the number of transitions, 1 to 11 in terms of the
number of states and 1 to 21 in terms of the number
of unique transitions (indicated by the part of three
lines which is above 0 on the y-axis in the top graph
of Figure 15). In only 10% of the slices did Koreletal1
perform a little better when measuring the size using
the number of transitions where the maximum is 4
transitions (indicated by the part of grey lines which
is below 0 on y-axis in the top graph of Figure 15).
When using NTSCD, our algorithm never performs
worse than Koreletal1.
Koreletal2 uses reduction rules that produce relatively small slices. However Figure 16 shows that
more than 30% of slices using our algorithm are
smaller than those using Koreletal2 in all measures. A
further inspection of the data reveals that most of the
slices with the greatest reduction occur in TCP and
TCSbin, which are large models without exit states.
In PrintToken which is also a large model but with
fewer states and an exit state, the slice sizes are the
same for most transitions. This result suggests that
our algorithm can produce significantly smaller slices
for larger, non-terminating models.
In the slices generated by the three algorithms when
using NTICD, we observe the best and worst case
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NTICD+DD
Model

NTSCD+DD

UNTICD+DD

AvgS

AvgT

AvgU T

AvgS

AvgT

AvgU T

AvgS

AvgT

AvgU T

ATM
Cashier
CruiseControl
FuelPump
PrintToken
VendingMachine

46%
77%
78%
20%
91%
56%

29%
76%
70%
10%
60%
54%

24%
70%
80%
10%
78%
42%

53%
77%
78%
38%
91%
84%

36%
68%
70%
27%
60%
80%

31%
75%
80%
29%
78%
87%

46%
77%
78%
20%
91%
56%

29%
77%
70%
9%
60%
54%

24%
71%
80%
10%
78%
42%

INRES
TCP
TCSbin

26%
16%
6%

25%
14%
9%

18%
9%
6%

73%
45%
70%

60%
48%
81%

67%
52%
79%

73%
45%
70%

60%
48%
81%

67%
52%
79%

DoorController

24%

13%

12%

85%

57%

57%

60%

38%

38%

Average

46%

35%

37%

71%

61%

67%

66%

57%

61%

TABLE 3
Slice size for our slicing algorithm.

NTICD+DD
Model

NTSCD+DD

UNTICD+DD

TimeDep

AvgTimeSlicing

TimeDep

AvgTimeSlicing

TimeDep

AvgTimeSlicing

ATM
Cashier
CruiseControl
FuelPump
PrintToken
VendingMachine

0.039s
0.023s
0.049s
0.054s
10.164s
0.067s

0.023s
0.439s
0.049s
0.012s
1.764s
0.041s

0.048s
0.023s
0.070s
0.049s
18.408s
0.117s

0.044s
0.480s
0.049s
0.064s
1.732s
0.179s

0.038s
0.022s
0.048s
0.049s
10.261s
0.069s

0.024s
0.433s
0.049s
0.012s
0.559s
0.042s

INRES
TCP
TCSbin

0.020s
5.222s
45.350s

0.007s
0.024s
0.184s

0.023s
7.560s
48.005s

0.070s
0.558s
15.234s

0.023s
10.911s
58.999s

0.071s
0.559s
14.758s

DoorController

0.007s

0.002s

0.007s

0.035s

0.006s

0.009s

Average

6.100s

0.255s

7.431s

1.844s

8.043s

1.767s

TABLE 4
Execution time for our slicing algorithm.

25
20

State
Transition
Unique Transition

NTICD+DD

15
10
5
0
-5
0

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

10%

20%

70%

80%

90%

100%

State
Transition
Unique Transition

NTSCD+DD

0

60%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Fig. 15. Comparison between slice sizes for models in G1 using our slicing algorithm and Koreletal1.
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Transition
Unique Transition

NTICD+DD

40
30
20
10
0
-10
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

15

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

State
Transition
Unique Transition

NTSCD+DD
10
5
0
-5
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

15

70%

80%

90% 100%

State
Transition
Unique Transition

UNTICD+DD

10

60%

5
0
-5
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Fig. 16. Comparison between slice sizes for all ten models using our slicing algorithm and Koreletal2.

Our Algorithm

Koreletal2

Model

Criterion

#S

#T

#UT

#S

#T

#UT

ATM
TCSbin

T21
T23

6
1

16
1

10
1

6
15

12
49

12
40

TABLE 5
The first row shows the case where Koreletal2 most
outperforms ours; the second row where our algorithm
most outperforms Koreletal2.

relative to our algorithm using as a measure the
number of transitions (i.e. the peak point and bottom
point of the dark grey line in Figure 15 and Figure 16).
We define the best case to be the slice that has the
smallest number of transitions; and the worst case to
be the slice that has the greatest number of transitions.
Table 5 shows details for the best case and worst
case with respect to slice sizes. The worst case occurs
in the ATM when slicing with respect to T21 and
its variables. The slice using our algorithm returns 6
states, 16 transitions and 10 unique transitions, while
the slice using Koreletal2 returns the same number of
states, more unique transitions but fewer transitions
overall. This is owing to the ε-elimination phase of
our algorithm. Removing unmarked transitions with
the algorithm sometimes leads to copying marked
transitions in order to guarantee invariant behaviour

by the model slice. If these are not minimised later on
the number of transitions may increase, but not the
number of states or the number of unique transitions.
The best case occurs in TCSbin. The slice generated
using our slicing algorithm with respect to transition
T23 and its variables consists of only one state and
one transition. This is because no other transitions
in TCSbin are control or data dependent on T23.
However, Koreletal2 reduction rules cannot remove
these unmarked transitions.

11 R ELATED WORK
Besides Korel et al. [43], there have been other approaches to slicing of state-based models. Heimdahl
et al. [31] present a slicing approach for Requirements
State Machine Language (RSML) specifications, that
describes hierarchical and concurrent state machines.
Two slicing algorithms are defined based on a marking of the abstract syntax tree, similar to Sloane’s and
Holdworth’s approach [53]. First, the specification is
reduced based on a specific scenario of interest by
removing all behaviours that are not possible when
the conditions defining the scenario are satisfied.
Then, slicing based on data flow and control flow is
subsequently applied, with respect to a transition or
variable, to the remaining specification.
Wang et al. [58] describe a slicing approach for
Extended Hierarchical Automata (EHA) [19]. They define the following dependence relations for handling
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hierarchy, concurrency, and communication: sequential, parallel and refinement data dependence, as well
as synchronisation, transition and refinement control
dependence. The slicing algorithm, given with respect
to states or transitions (as slicing criteria), traverses
the EHA finding elements to keep that are dependent
on the slicing criterion. The slicing algorithm described in [46] extends Wang et al.’s slicing approach
by describing how to remove false dependencies (elements identified as being dependent on each other
when they should not be) and also how to slice a
collection of state chart models (expressed as EHA).
Luangsodsai and Fox [21], [48] describe an approach that uses augmented And-Or dependence
graphs [44] for slicing concurrent state charts. An
And-Or dependence graph is used to represent data,
control dependencies as well as interference data dependence, parallel, and interference control dependence. The slicing algorithm is defined as a graph
reachability problem on the And-Or dependence
graph with respect to the slicing criterion, which is
a state, a condition, an event, or an action.
Except for Korel et al.’s reduction rules [43], the
slicing algorithms described above [21], [31], [46], [48],
[58] are not amorphous. They all produce slices that
are syntactic sub-models of the original i.e. they do
not remove elements that break the connectivity of
the model. Thus, they do not suffer from the problem
of re-connecting the graph. However, slices produced
can be large and may contain model elements in addition to those marked when considering the transitive
dependencies for all dependence relations defined.
Our algorithm aims to improve on these by focusing
on producing smaller and more precise slices.
Labbé et al. [45] have developed a tool for slicing
communicating automata, in particular Input/Output
Symbolic Transition Systems (IOSTSs) [25]. The slicing
criterion is a set of transitions. The slicing algorithm
first constructs a dependence graph based on their
definitions of data, control, and interference dependence (that identifies dependences between concurrent parts of the model). All nodes backwardly reachable from the slicing criterion are marked. This approach does not take a state machine and produce
a reduced state machine. Rather, it marks states and
transitions that can influence the slicing criterion. As
this paper has demonstrated, the process of turning
a dependence analysis into a sliced EFSM is far from
trivial; it is related to the problem of minimisation in
automata theory.
In general the transition minimisation problem is
PSPACE-complete [39]. Another approach concentrates on Thompson NFA, which are NFA that can
result from one of the standard approaches to converting a regular expression into an NFA (with ε transitions) [61]. An NFA is a Thompson NFA if for every
state s and label a there are at most two transitions
starting at s that have label a. A linear time algorithm

is given that minimises a Thompson NFA, where the
notion of minimisation used is that as many states
are eliminated as possible while retaining the Thompson property [61]. However, while our NFA may be
Thompson NFAs, we are not interested in retaining
this property as the approach limits our freedom in
minimisation and potentially may lead to an overly
large slice. In summary, it appears that currently there
are relatively few approaches that minimise an NFA
while potentially retaining ε-transitions and they have
been defined for forms of state machines that are
not well suited for slicing. As a result it is hard to
determine how well they will perform using EFSMs
produced in practice and the implementation and
evaluation of such approaches is a topic for future
work.
Calude et al. [16] take an entirely different approach
to defining minimality, considering the effort required
to simulate an NFA. This corresponds to the effort
required to determine the set of possible states of
an NFA after a sequence. Interestingly, under this
notion of minimality, for any NFA there is a minimal
NFA that is unique up to isomorphism [16]. Currently,
however, there appear to be no reported algorithms or
complexity results for this notion of minimality.

12

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a set of related slicing algorithms based on a set of different EFSM control
dependence definitions and a tool for EFSM slicing.
All of our algorithms are capable of slicing nondeterministic, non-terminating EFSMs and each is
adapted from the Ilie and Yu NFA minimisation
algorithm parameterised by one of three different
notions of control dependence. The paper proved the
suitability of properties of the algorithm for slicing
and presented a detailed empirical study on ten EFSM
models, using standard benchmarks and an industrial
EFSM from production systems. The study compared
our three algorithms to Korel et al.’s slicing algorithm.
It also compared our adapted NFA minimisation algorithm with an adaptation of Korel et al.’s reduction
rules.
The results of the empirical study indicate that our
algorithm can significantly reduce the size of EFSM
slices. The slices that use control dependence definitions that are non-termination insensitive produce
the smallest average slices size of 35%. Compared to
Korel et al.’s slicing algorithm, our average slice is
smaller 40% of the time and larger only 10% of the
time. Compared to Korel et al.’s reduction rules, our
algorithm produced smaller slices in more than 30%
of slices. Because our algorithm is an adaptation of
the Ilie and Yu NFA minimisation algorithm, in the
worst cases the number of transitions may increase
to be larger than in the original model. However, the
empirical study showed that this did not occur for the
ten EFSM models used in the study.
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